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Why so Stressful?

It’s the Journey, not the Classroom!

 Not prepared for this

 Not sure how and when it will end: “Suspended Animation”

 Our traditional skills and roles are no longer sufficient

AND 

Yes Dorothy, there is a VIRUS swirling 

around us!



The Goal:

Continued Learning in a Virtual Classroom

Learning occurs in calm, predictable, 

controllable environments

STRESS DISRUPTS the LEARNING PROCESS

Difficulty absorbing information

Difficulty storing information

Difficulty retrieving and using new information



In Fact:

Stress

Is the #1 Disruptor of Learning

#2 Disruptor is Chaotic Environment



The More Stressed We Are

 The less student learning will take place[ this is true “in vivo “ as well]

 The majority of students will become stressed

 The process of learning /virtual environment will feel “unsafe”

 When traditional leaders [teachers] in a new environment are 

unsure of the process and/or  their role the students comfort is  

compromised



What’s in our Control?

3 ways to Diminish Stress [ours and theirs]

Understand role and responsibility change for 

teacher, student and content engagement

Understand how the new dual environment

effects learning

Understand how our feeling of isolation effects 

our teaching and their learning.



Role and Responsibility Shift

Teacher to Student

Traditional Classroom:

Teacher Directed: Responsible for introducing content 

Relationship Hierarchy: Teacher /student, student /content, student/ student

Virtual Classroom:

Teacher Guided: Student is responsible for engaging in content 

Relationship Hierarchy: Student /content, student/student, teacher /student



The Learning Pyramid is Reversed

Virtual Class time is for discussion and delving 
deeper in the topic.

Virtual Learning requires some degree of student 
readiness: to take responsibility for their learning.

“Home Work”  is no longer for reinforcement; it is 
for initial exploration

The process of learning changes; the process of 
teaching changes



Dual Environment:

What our eyes see and What our mind sees

“School Space”: Ours and Theirs

designated 

decluttered 

consistent

on line behavior rules

“Minds Eye”: Cognitive structure

Preprocess; setting the picture

Announce transitions

Very clear expectations

Minimal content, eliminate additional points of interests



Isolated Teaching and Learning

 Teaching is by nature a “contact sport”

 Learning is  by physiology an “individual sport”

 We miss our engagement in teaching, students mourn their social 

engagement

 We feel our presence is diminished by the virtual world; when in reality it is 

shifted to a new role.

 Our students feel lonely; they need us to create student/student learning 

activities  e.g. discussion boards, peer group work on line

 Content orients them, collaborative activities cements new knowledge, our 

guidance creates a safe environment and challenges their thinking.



Our Sense of Isolation

comes from 

our Role Change

In the virtual classroom 

We no longer “drive the bus”

If we can see our role as;

Setting a road map

Providing tools; including introducing study skills 

Monitoring individual growth 

We become a colleague in their individual journeys

Nothing isolating about that!



And That my Friends, is How We:

Diminish our Students’ Stress

Diminish our Stress 

and 

Embrace the Virtual Classroom

[as for me, I’m embracing only “lightly” at the 
moment!]



Thank You!!
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